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Current Market

Pepper prices have mostly moved sideways during the past fortnight. Reopening of 
trade activities in China has infused some energy to an otherwise lackluster market, 
however the demand side still remains languid with good quantities available in 
destination markets. Similarly, the supply side also remains mostly sluggish as farmers 
continue to hold back material as much as possible, optimistic of higher prices in the 
future.
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BLACK PEPPER — LOCAL PRICE IN VIETNAM

VIETNAM: Local prices have been mostly steady for nearly a month now. After a 
marginal dip during early-July, prices quickly recovered and have remained quite 
stable since mid-July. With demand from China limited, exports have declined 
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resulting in an increase in domestic stock levels, having a bearish impact on prices. 
Compared to exports of 155,000 tons in Jan-Jun 2021, total exports during Jan-Jun 
2022 have been only about 125,000 tons.
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VIETNAM EXPORTS (JAN–JUN)
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BRAZIL EXPORTS (JAN–JUN)

BRAZIL: Local prices continue to be mostly stable. While arrivals continue from 
harvesting in the northern regions, steady demand along with limited selling pressure 
has resulted in stable prices. Competition from Asian producing countries, together 
with limited demand, has led to a decline in exports. Compared to a total of over 
48,000 tons exported during Jan-Jun 2021, only about 40,000 tons has been 
exported during the corresponding period this year.
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INDIA: Prices followed the trend in other origins, remaining mostly steady. Growers 
are not very eager to sell and quantities are limited for spot sales, though there is 
sufficient material remaining. Trade and transportation have been affected by the 
heavy rains that have lashed the growing areas during the past fortnight.
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Weakening of the Indian Rupee against the USD continued, affected by soaring crude 
oil prices and tightening of global financial conditions.

INDONESIA: Prices continued to follow the trend in other countries and trade activity 
has been very limited. Speculative buying has provided some support. Even though 
material availability has increased due to current season harvesting, prices have not 
been affected significantly.

Global Crop Conditions

VIETNAM: Heavy rainfall and flooding has been reported from many parts of the 
country. According to the National Center for Hydro-Meteorological Forecasting 
(NCHMF), typhoons and tropical depressions are expected to continue, with the 
Southern Oscillation Index expected to maintain at the La Nina stage. The new season 
crop is in the initial development stage, and adequate rains during this period will be 
important for flowering and berry setting. 

INDONESIA: Harvesting has started in all the growing areas. This year, the excess 
rains received earlier in the year have affected production in some areas. In both 
Tanggamus and West Lampung, good production is seen, while in Pesawaran and 
parts of East Lampung, both spike formation and berry setting are not very good. 
Overall, considering the fairly good yield from young plantations in West Lampung 
and South Sumatra, a slight increase in production compared to last year is estimated.

Harvesting in progress in Tanggamus, Indonesia. Pepper plantation in Pesawaran, 
Indonesia. Yield is quite low in this area.
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BRAZIL: Harvesting is in progress in the northern state of Para, and is expected to 
continue till end-September. Good production is estimated.

INDIA: Heavy rains were received in all the growing areas of south-peninsular India. 
The summer showers earlier in the year had caused flowering in many areas, and 
the continuing rains have been favorable for development of berries which had been 
formed. Many of the large growers still have unsold material from the last harvest. 
However, there is not much selling pressure since growers are holding back.

  
Indonesia: Pepper vines in West Lampung (left) and Tanggamus (right). Fairly good spike formation and berry 
setting is seen in both areas. [Photographs taken in early-July]

Market Scenario

BEARISH FACTORS:

• Adequate stocks remain in the destination markets, including the EU and USA. This 
could affect demand.

• Stock levels remain at fairly high levels in producer countries. Harvesting is complete 
in India and Vietnam, and is currently underway in Brazil and Indonesia, resulting in 
increased availability of material.

• Output better than last year’s levels is expected in north Brazil and Indonesia.

• Speculative activity will be dampened by the lingering fears of a global economic 
recession.

• Reduction in freight rates could have a bearish impact on export prices gradually.
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BULLISH FACTORS:

• Harvesting will be over in both Indonesia and Brazil by September. There could be 
less selling pressure once harvesting is over in the major origins and new arrivals 
decline.

• Demand from China is expected to slowly increase as trade activity opens up. If 
imports pick up, this could exert upward pressure on the market.

• The Brazil Real has gained against the USD during the past fortnight. If this trend 
continues, it could provide support to export prices.

Price Forecast

SHORT TERM: While new arrivals in Indonesia and Brazil continue to ensure 
availability of material in the market, limited demand could keep prices mostly 
rangebound. Farmers will hesitate to sell at lower prices, having a stabilizing effect on 
the market.

MEDIUM TERM: Once harvesting is over in the major producing countries by Sep-Oct, 
some price variation can be expected, depending on the demand situation, especially 
from China.

LONG TERM: Developments on both the supply and demand sides will influence price 
movements during the coming months. With global output not increasing rapidly 
to meet increased global demand, some supply side tightness can be expected. At 
the same time, the demand side will be influenced by global economic conditions, 
including recovery from the impact of the pandemic and geo-political developments.

LONG TERMMEDIUM TERMSHORT TERM

Coverage Recommendation

With new arrivals continuing in growing areas and adequate stocks remaining in both 
producing and consuming countries, prices are expected to continue fluctuating 
within a narrow range in the short term. The downside possibility appears limited, with 
even slight dips in price levels meeting with strong resistance. The long-term upside 
prospect remains, and it would be advisable to extend forward coverage while arrivals 
continue in origins.
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SALES CONTACT
North America, Central America, South America:
spicesales@harrisspice.com • Phone: 1-714-507-1915

Asia & the Middle East:
spicesales@harrisspicevn.com • Phone: +91 96 8180 4868

China:
wendy.yu@harrisfreemanasia.com • Phone: +86 139 1032 3801

Europe:
European Spice Services akbar@spices.be • Phone: +32 (0)3 710 57 32
spicesales@harrisspicevn.com •. Phone: +91 96 81 804868

 

 

CHANGE !CURRENCY

SPOT 1 MONTH 1 YEAR 2 YEAR

USD/IDR 14,927 -0.33% 4.05% 1.48%

USD/INR 79.51 0.23% 6.74% 5.99%

USD/VND 23,391 0.14% 3.17% 2.13%

USD/MYR 4.46 0.68% 5.69% 6.70%

USD/CNY 6.76 0.90% 4.32% -3.01%

USD/LKR 362.47 -0.18% 83.77% 98.28%

USD/BRL 5.17 -1.71% -1.15% -4.79%

‘+’ change indicates strengthening of the USD against the local currency, while ‘-’ change indicates weakening of 
the USD.


